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Introduction
Since 2005, KLM Technology Group along with our senior group of consultants has
been hosting regional conferences, teaching at universities as adjunct professors, and
conducting in-house training on Building Operational Excellence. In September 2005
KLM Technology Group hosted a regional conference titled “Building Operational
Excellence in the Hydrocarbon Industry” (title courtesy of Mr. Jeff Gray). Since 2015,
Operational Excellence has become the next phase of Lean Manufacturing – you can
thank or curse us later.
A generally recognized definition of Operational Excellence is:
Operational Excellence is the execution of the business strategy more
consistently and reliably than the competition. Operational Excellence is
evidenced by results. Given two companies with the same strategy, the
Operationally Excellent company will have lower operational risk, lower operating
costs, and increased revenues relative to its competitors, creating value for
customers and shareholders. (1)
Some interpretations of this management philosophy are based on earlier continuous
improvement methodologies, such as Lean Thinking, Six Sigma, OKAPI and Scientific
Management. However, the focus of Operational Excellence goes beyond the traditional
event-based model of improvement toward a long-term change in organizational culture.
Companies in pursuit of Operational Excellence do two things significantly differently
than other companies: they manage their business and operational processes
systematically and invest in developing the right culture.
Operational Excellence manifests itself through integrated performance across revenue,
cost, and risk. It focuses on meeting customer expectation through the continuous
improvement of the operational processes and the culture of the organization. (2)

Big Elephant
Wow, that is a big elephant to swallow and many companies make the mistake of trying
to swallow the elephant at once. They spend millions of dollars rolling out the latest
buzz word with limited improvements.
There is the old joke, how do you eat an elephant? The answer is one bite at a time.
We believe that operational excellence can be broken into reasonable bites that can be
managed to bring real results.

Operational Excellence
Operational Excellence has at least five reasonable bites to the many aspects of
operational optimization. Five of the most reasonable bites include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Health, Safety and Environment
Reliability – Continuity of Operations
Quality
Cost
People Development

1.

Health, Safety and Environment (HSE)

HSE is the number one concern. No project or operation can be classified as optimized
or excellent unless it is done safely (HSE). There are many benchmark studies that
show a strong culture of HSE awareness has economic benefits as well as the social
and human benefits. Improving your safety comes with an economic cost, but a direct
cost benefit of improving your safety is lower insurance rates and improved corporate
branding. Many companies with poor HSE records are no longer in business.
A. The health of your employees and neighbors is especially important.
Limiting the exposure of hazardous materials is the key to increasing the
health of your team.
B. Safety has at least four parts.
1. Construction Safety: This improves over time with the greatest benefit
being a reduction in construction deaths.
2. Industrial Safety: Mostly thought of as PPE, ladder safety, etc.
3. Process Safety Management (PSM) as required by OSHA: Great
progress has been made in PSM, but many companies still do not
meet the minimum requirements published by OSHA.
4. Risk Management: Due to the large number of annual major incidents
across the industry limiting risk is critical. KLM Technology Group’s
senior consultants have a special focus in risk management to assist in
this critical area.
C. We live, work, and play on this earth. Moving forward we need to do a
better job of preserving the earth. We are improving and polluting less,
but we still have work that we can do to reduce our footprint.

2.

Reliability - Continuity of Operations

A stable, reliable plant is the largest revenue source. A reliable high-cost plant will
generate more revenue than a low-cost plant with multiple outages. The on-stream
factor is a benchmark of reliability. Industry average is 97%, but the top quartile
approaches 100%. This three percent increased production is a significant difference in
revenue.
Operations Group is the first part of reliability.
a. Best in-class operation procedures need to be developed. Of the
operational procedures reviewed by KLM Technology Group most would
rate as poor and do not meet OSHA minimum standards or OEI / KLM
Technolgy Group best practices. Most operation procedures are not as
very comprehensive and many operation procedures reviewed are only a
few pages in length.
b. The risk of not developing best in-class operation procedures is poor
operator training based on existing substandard procedures. OEI / KLM
Technology Group can provide senior consultants to assist with building
best in-class operating procedures and then assist with operations
training.
c. Verifying operation procedures were followed is key. If you have traveled
in an airplane you have most likely heard the term “Arm Doors and Cross
Check.” The “cross-check” part of this operational procedure is
particularly important because it verifies that the doors were armed. There
are several ways operating procedures can be verified as followed such
as a check list or an independent set of eyes to verify the procedure was
followed, like in the airplane.
d. Incorporating any near misses or actual incidents into the operating
procedures allows companies to correct errors that were made going
forward. Hiding near misses or team management flaws does not fix the
issue and prevent future incidents.

Maintenance Group is the second part of operational reliability.
If you survey any group of maintenance managers, they will acknowledge a large
percentage of maintenance cost is caused by mis-operation. A way to reduce your
maintenance cost is to improve your operations group. Reliability of the Operations
Group has a cost, but this cost can be offset by lower maintenance and lower insurance
rates.
a. Best in-class maintenance procedures need to be developed. Most of the
companies that we have reviewed do not have codified maintenance
procedures. Instead they rely on equipment data books as their maintenance
procedures. I would rate this as poor and they do not meet OSHA minimum
standards or best in class practices.
b. The challenge of not codifying good maintenance procedures it that the
maintenance training is based on your existing procedures. Without good
procedures one cannot have good technician training.
c. Verifying operation procedures were followed is key. If you have traveled in
an airplane you have most likely heard the term “Arm Doors and Cross
Check.” The “cross-check” part of this operational procedure is particularly
important because it verifies that the doors were armed. There are several
ways operating procedures can be verified as followed such as a check list or
an independent set of eyes to verify the procedure was followed, like in the
airplane.
d. Incorporating any near misses or actual incidents into the operating
procedures allows companies to correct errors that were made going forward.
Hiding near misses or team management flaws does not fix the issue and
prevent future incidents.

3.

Quality

A company’s quality is reflective of external and internal aspects.
a. External aspects: By developing and maintaining the company reputation of
producing quality products will allow you to charge a premium during
economic up turns and maintain your key customers in a downturn.
b. Internal aspects: There is an added cost of non-quality production.
Sometime the product can be reprocessed, with an added energy debit. If the
product cannot be reprocessed it will need to be sold with a cost debit.
Most companies have quality audits for the sole purpose of receiving a quality
certification. This is certainly a good reason, but a better reason would be to utilize the
audit to improve the product quality. Most audit finding are above 90% compliance –
amazing – and not true. They are going through the motions of an audit.
If one audited diligently, what would be a reasonable compliance percentage? 75%
would probably be a high number, but companies consistently audit above 90%. Many
audits are time consuming and unproductive, when in reality they could be made very
productive by a rigorous independent audit team.
One of our senior consultants was on a safety audit team. The previous audit team
found four non-compliance items. Our team found 40+ non-compliance items that
should have been previously identified. The senior consultant thought this was a great
audit that made the plant considerably safer. A safety colleague asked how we were
going to deal with the political implications from the stricter audit. The senior consultant
replied there should be no political implications, everyone should understand that we
made the plant considerably safer.
The political implications were that within three months the senior consultant was no
longer on the audit team for that company. If your audit teams are not finding
compliance items, they are not really looking therefore you are not allowing your plant to
have higher quality or safety.
At one safety audit the senior management team instructed our audit team to do a
rigorous audit, which is great and will lead to higher safety, and lower incidents. The
audit team found many non-compliant issues
At the end of the audit the senior management team then ask the plant that was being
audited what they thought of the audit team. Of course, we were rated poorly by the
plant where we just found many non-compliance issues. You can instruct a team to
audit rigorously, and when they do it is not required to ask the audited plant what they
think of the team – you already know the answer to this question.
If your company is experiencing high rates of incidents, your audit team is potentially
laboring under the politically correct method resulting in incidents, higher injuries and
insurance cost.

4.

Cost

Cost control is a particularly important aspect of operational optimization. The two
largest costs are feedstock and energy. An exceedingly small feedstock reduction can
lead to a very large profit improvement. A feedstock reduction team should be
developed to review feedstock utilization.
In 2002 at Titan Petrochemicals in Malaysia, a feedstock reduction team was able to
reduce feedstock cost over USD 10.0 million dollars while increasing production. In
2008 at PT Chandra Asri in Indonesia, a feedstock reduction team a was able to reduce
feedstock cost USD 10.0 Million and in 2009 feedstock and energy optimization
increased plant margin greater than USD 20.0 million, while increasing production rates.
The industry averages three percent energy improvement per year. The top quartile will
improve more than three percent. If you are maintaining your energy usage year after
year, you are falling behind. OEI / KLM Technology Group can provide senior
consultants to review your feedstock and energy utilization. Sometime just the
increased focus in feedstock and energy can bring a very large Return on Investment
(ROI) from a Process Study.
There is also the timeliness of production. To overproduce and store finished or
intermediate products many are not the best use of capital. A supply chain plan can
provide cost savings.
5.

People Development

Most people might rate this higher than fifth. It is an especially important aspect of
operational excellent, but talent can be acquired for a price. The best plan is to hire
talented people, train them well, pay them well, and retain them, but few companies
seem to be capable of accomplishing this task. People development will ensure that
items one through four are optimized.
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